June 19th, 2016

European GP

8th Race
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“If you’re not first, you’re
last”
– Ricky Bobby’s
Dad

1
2
3

Rewind with rob
Some say the race weather was cool,
some say downright cold; others say
windy and yet more point out the
spitting rain. Regardless of whether the
weather reports were accurate, the
winners of the Canadian Grand Prix
were certainly warm and dry after the
race in the famed strip clubs of
Montreal. The losers couldn’t afford the
entrance “tip” and had to wait outside.
Let’s see who got in and who was left
outside in the rain.

Results
P1, Odious Lewis; P2, Vettel;
P3, Bottas; P4, Mad Max; P5,
Mr. Petronas; P6, Raikkonen;
P7, Pretty Ricky; P8,
Hulkenberg; P9, Sainz; P10,
Perez
Key Corners
• Everyone correctly put Odious
Lewis in P1; that’s 20 points
across the board to start
• Everyone correctly put Odious
Lewis on Pole; that’s another 5
points each
• Five teams put Mr. Petronas in
P2, which means, once again,
the dominant theory was a
Nazi Sled one-two
• P3 predictions were fairly
evenly split between Mr.
Petronas, Vettel and Pretty
Ricky
• No one gave the Williams cars
any respect
• Most Positions Gained
predictions were all over the
place, with Pretty Ricky the
only driver to be selected
twice
Standings:
• Sauber Alfa Romeo F1 (262)
• O’Brien Red Bull Audi (244)
• Tonka BMW (236)
• JBone (226)
• FO Racing (208)
• Schweizer F1 (192)
• Scuderia Drew (177)
• Pit Road Hooligans (109)
•

Tonka BMW (61)
“Daunting consistency,” “awesome
pace at the top of the grid,” and “very
few Red-Bull-like mistakes” were just
few of the phrases thrown around the
paddock in the wake of Tonka BMW’s
61 point day. The team picked up 30
points from Lewis (P1) and Vettel
(P2), but of equal note was that it only
goose-egged two of the 10 positions.
Heading into the European Grand Prix,
Tonka BMW seems to have a good
handle on the field.
JBone (59)
JBone made the costly mistake of
overestimating the RedBull engine
upgrade, slotting Ricciardo in P2,
which had a knock-on effect for Vettel
(P4). Despite the relatively low points
at the top of the grid, JBone scored
direct hits with Kimi at P6 and Sainz at
P9. It also correctly picked Rosberg to
set the fastest lap. JBone rekindled its
feud with Williams, giving them one of
the lowest slots at P8 (and getting 0
points for its troubles).
FO Racing (57)
FO Racing continues its comeback with
a consecutive good showing. It had
some hits (Verstappen P4) and several
near hits at the top of the grid (Vettel
P3, Kimi P5, Ricciardo P6). It’s
bottom half was less impressive. FO
Racing showed some of the best
understanding of how the top 3
constructors stand against each other.
Sauber Alfa Romeo (55)
Although it just missed the podium by a
c-hair, Saube Alfa Romeo F1 continues
to slide down the rankings, as predicted
last week. Three direct hits were not
enough to make up for the many
complete misses. Also, Sauber’s
prediction that the Red Bulls would
solidly thump the Ferraris was proven
false. Sauber seems to have gotten lazy
with these picks, going straight
constructor (Merc, RB, Ferrari,
Williams). Has it given up only ⅓ of
the way through the season?

Scuderia Drew (52)
Only 9 points off the leader, but all the
way down in 5th place, Scuderia Drew
was notable for having the Ferraris split by
the Red Bulls and for giving some credit
to the Mercedes-powered Force India
team on this power track. The latter
prediction was pretty unique in Pit Road
Hooligans and garnered Scuderia Drew
some points. This week it marched up the
rankings by 2 places, but it’s mirrors are
full of….
O'Brien Red Bull Audi (52)
O’Brien Red Bull Audi survived on a
similar Force India strategy (Perez P10,
Hulkenberg P9), which made up for the
messy front of the grid. O’BRBA may be a
bit too in love with its namesake, slotting
Ricciardo in P3 and Verstappen in P5.
There weren’t too many total misses
here, however, which underscores how
close the top of the field was in Canada.
Schweizer F1 (45)
After a disappointing weekend in Monaco,
Schweizer F1 was looking for a better
bounce-back race than it got in Montreal.
It deserves credit for appropriately
weighting the Williams cars, but it missed
out on needed points by putting Massa in
P5 and Bottas in P7 instead of swapping
them. Some say a lack of in-person
eyeballs on the cars doomed Schweizer
from the start.
Pit Road Hooligans (37)
PRH is back in the basement, but had one
of the best races it could have expected
given its stubborn refusal to pick nonpodium positions except for Alonso at P7.
Its podium (Hamilton, Vettel, Rosberg)
could prove to be spot-on one of these
days as Rosberg shows his true beta-colors
and Ferrari gets its engine up to
Mercedes-speed.

If these tracks could talk John Szabo
What can we say about Baku? It's like that comedy you watched
1,000 times in college with your boys, just brings the heat every
time and never gets old. The men of Baku are straight off the
cover of GQ Europe and the women will make you cross the
street and walk behind them.
These F1 drivers need to get off their high horses and shut the
f*** up. They are flying private jets and driving fast cars to
central Europe's version of the French Riviera while the rest of
us are watching the race from our couches drinking one too
many Bud lattes before 10:00 AM. I cannot stand the complaints
coming from these drivers about runoffs and tight corners and
general safety of the course. You get paid to sit in your cockpit,
drive, and post on Instagram. That's it. No one cares about how
you are feeling or what you are thinking about the track, leave
that to the experts who write the newsletters each week.
Where is Baku? Where is Azerbaijan? Go open a GD map for
me once, educate yourself.
Some people have questioned why Baku is named the European
Grand Prix. Listen, when you have oil money come out of
every corner of this country you can call the grand prix
whatever the hell you want.
Past Winners : Sir John "Baku" Szabo, that's who
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Nico Rosberg continues to be linked with
Ferrari for 2017 as Mercedes has yet to
finalize a contract with the German. It's
worth asking is Rosberg an upgrade over
Raikkonen? How would Rosberg handle
playing second fiddle to Vettel?
Ricciardo has warned Red Bull that he will
leave the team unless they produce a
championship caliber car. Red Bull chief
Christian Horner has continued to insist
Ricciardo is under contract for 2017 and
isn't going anywhere.
Lewis Hamilton has been ranked 11th in
Forbes magazine's top-earning athletes list
of 2016.
Hamilton expects to face grid penalties later
this season as he consumed a number of
engine parts during his early season
struggles.
Montreal's mayor, Denis Coderre, insists
the Canadian Grand Prix will remain in the
city despite Bernie Ecclestone's claim the
city has not fulfilled all of its promises.
Seagull suicide rates have risen 25% since
Lewis Hamilton won the 2016 Grand Prix
du Canada.

Wag of the week
Turns out Nico Rosberg, one of the most vanilla drivers on the F1 circuit, is
pretty boring off the track as well. Rather than live up the F1 lifestyle, Nico
married his childhood friend, Vivian Sibold, after dating for more than
eleven years. The young couple grew up in Germany, and were introduced
to each other at a very young age via their parents, who were longtime
friends. Nico and Vivian tied the knot at the registry office in Monaco on
July 11, 2014, but planned to celebrate their marriage with a church
ceremony in the south of France later in the year. Those plans never
materialized.
The Rosbergs now live in Monaco, but love visiting nearby Ibiza when they
have time. They enjoy the Mediterranean island so much that Vivian, who is
an interior designer, has opened up her own ice cream parlour called Viv's
Creamery. Vivian tries to keep busy as her lover travels the world, and
along with being an interior designer and creamery owner, she is now a
mother. Alaia Rosberg, born on August 30, 2015, is the couple's first and
only child. "Alaia gives me wings on the racetrack. I hope that she will like
to follow our sport and that she will be proud of what her father is doing,"
Nico has said.

Tyre me out
Baku is a brand new circuit, so there is no historical data
to predict tyre wear or winning race strategies. Many
thought that Pirelli would bring the Ultrasoft tyre, as
that has been referred to as the street circuit tyre, where
the narrowness of the course and low speed of the
corners reduce the demands on the tyres. However,
Pirelli has played it conservative with the tyre options -making the Medium and Soft the race tyres, with the
Supersoft (SS) the qualifying tyre. In response to Pirelli’s
conservatism, the teams have all gone aggressive,
loading up on the SS.
Most teams have taken the minimum of one set of the
white Mediums. With the distinguishing feature of this
course being the long straights, which are easy on tyres,
it’s hard to see a need for the Mediums on Sunday. That
has left teams with 12 sets to split between the Soft and
SS, with almost every team opting for a 1:2 ratio of the
two compounds.
It’s difficult to predict exactly how many stops will be
needed, but look for heavy use of the SS in qualy, and
then a SS/S or SS/S/SS race. Of particular note:
Mercedes has split its tyre strategy, with Rosberg opting
for 2 Mediums and 3 Softs and Hamilton taking a more
traditional allocation of 1 Medium and 4 Softs. Does this
mean that Rosberg is going to try a Hamiltonian strategy
of making only one stop and outlasting the field? Keep in
mind that these allocations were decided upon well
before the pendulum swung back in Lewis’s favor. We’ll
see what it all means when the lights go out in Baku.

